Spring 2019
Enrichment Program
Monday


8:15-9:00 a.m. (45 minute classes) 12 classes
*no class on 3/25

LEARNING WITHOUT TEARS for Pre-K Students:
Let’s make learning to write fun! A multisensory approach will be used to teach lowercase letters so your child is engaged and having fun while they learn. In this session, we will focus on lowercase letters and numbers. The goal is to teach your children the proper way to write from the very start to maximize their success when starting kindergarten.

Age Level: Pre-K ONLY

Children enrolled in Learning Without Tears in the Fall session have priority enrollment.
Cost for LEARNING WITHOUT TEARS is $240 + $11 workbook fee (new students only)

Taught by Jodi Dietz, OTR/L, Licensed Occupational Therapist
Maximum class size: 10 students

1:30-2:00 p.m. (30 minute classes) 13 classes

FIRED UP BASKETBALL BUDDIES: Creating the next great athletes of basketball begins at this early stage where we teach how to bounce and dribble, catch and pass, and of course... shoot the ball! Team exercises and sportsmanship will be at the center of all of our classes.

We are Fired Up, are you?

Age Level: Toddler and Preschool
Cost for FIRED UP BASKETBALL BUDDIES is $195
1:30-2:00 p.m. (30 minute classes) 13 classes

KINDER MUSIK WITH MS. DEBORAH: Kindermusik with Ms. Deborah will provide music activities that stimulate the mind, body, and sense of play. Listen and move... play and grow! Kindermusik is the most trusted music and movement program for infants, toddlers and preschoolers. Children can experience the magic of movement to music and exploration of instruments without the pressure to perform, just the encouragement and guidance to stretch their boundaries with creativity and fun!

Age Level: Toddler and Preschool
Cost for KINDERMUSIK is $195

3:00-3:45 p.m. (45 minute classes) 13 classes

FIRED UP BASKETBALL BUDDIES: Creating the next great athletes of basketball begins at this early stage where we teach how to bounce and dribble, catch and pass, and of course... shoot the ball! Team exercises and sportsmanship will be at the center of all of our classes. We are Fired Up, are you?

Age Level: Preschool and Pre-K
Cost for FIRED UP BASKETBALL BUDDIES is $260
Tuesday

Dates: 1/15, 1/22, 1/29, 2/5, 2/12, 2/19, 2/26, 3/5, 3/12, 3/19, 3/26, 4/2, 4/9, 4/16, 4/30, 5/7, 5/14

8:15-9:00 a.m. (45 minute classes) 17 classes

SENSORY SUNRISE: Join Miss Jodi in our new “Exploration Station!” Your child will begin the day with warm-up exercises to wake up their bodies, followed by the opportunity to explore the room and utilize all of the equipment. A variety of sensory items will enhance their experience, such as balance beams, exercise balls, swings and more. We will close with calming and refocusing exercises, designed to center and organize your child so that they can get the most out of their school day.

Age Level: Preschool and Pre-K only  (Maximum class size: 6 students)
Cost for SENSORY SUNRISE is $340

1:30-2:00 p.m. (30 minute classes) 17 classes

FIRED UP SOCCER STARS: An age-appropriate, high energy class where children will learn the basics of soccer. They will have fun while learning dribbling, passing, shooting, and defensive drills. From coordination, to ball handling skills, to game sportsmanship, we teach it all in this class.

Age Level: Toddler and Preschool
Cost for FIRED UP SOCCER STARS is $255

KRAFTY KIDS: Children will have fun doing a variety of creative crafty art activities! Each week, they will create beautiful artwork using different types of medium such as paint, collage, beads, mosaic, and clay. This class is great for strengthening those fine motor skills as well as expressing that creative side in every child!

Age Level: Toddler and Preschool
Cost for KRAFTY KIDS is $255
**3:00-3:45 p.m. (45 minute classes) 17 classes**

**FIRED UP SOCCER STARS:** An age-appropriate, high energy enrichment class where children will learn the basics of soccer. They will have fun while learning dribbling, passing, shooting, and defensive drills. From coordination, to ball handling skills, to game sportsmanship, we teach it all in this class.

Age Level: Preschool and Pre-K

Cost for **FIRED UP SOCCER STARS** is $340

---

**KRAFTY KIDS:** Children will have fun doing a variety of creative crafty art activities! Each week, they will create beautiful artwork using different types of medium such as paint, collage, beads, mosaic, and clay. This class is great for strengthening those fine motor skills as well as expressing that creative side in every child!

Age Level: Preschool and Pre-K

Cost for **KRAFTY KIDS** is $340
Wednesday


8:15-9:00 a.m. (45 minute classes) 15 classes
*no class on 3/27 and 4/10

LEARNING WITHOUT TEARS for Pre-K Students:
Let's make learning to write fun! A multisensory approach will be used to teach lowercase letters so your child is engaged and having fun while they learn. In this session, we will focus on lowercase letters and numbers. The goal is to teach your children the proper way to write from the very start to maximize their success when starting kindergarten.

Age Level: Pre-K ONLY
Children enrolled in Learning Without Tears in the Fall session have priority enrollment.

Cost for LEARNING WITHOUT TEARS is $300 + $11 workbook fee (new students only)

Taught by Jodi Dietz, OTR/L, Licensed Occupational Therapist
Maximum class size: 10 students

1:30-2:00 p.m. (30 minute classes) 17 classes

NUWAR'S KENPO KARATE: Nuwar’s Kenpo Karate focuses on the structure of respect by establishing discipline and courtesy in the child. The program builds confidence and character, develops coordination and increases strength and flexibility, which is very important during the growing years.

Age Level: Toddler and Preschool
Cost for KARATE is $255
NUWAR’S KENPO KARATE: Nuwar’s Kenpo Karate focuses on the structure of respect by establishing discipline and courtesy in the child. The program builds confidence and character, develops coordination and increases strength and flexibility, which is very important during the growing years.

Age Level: Preschool and Pre-K
Cost for KARATE is $340
Thursday

Dates: 1/17, 1/24, 1/31, 2/7, 2/14, 2/21, 2/28, 3/7, 3/14, 3/21, 3/28, 4/4, 4/11, 5/2, 5/9, 5/16

**8:15 -9:00 a.m. (45 minute classes) 16 classes**

**LEARNING WITHOUT TEARS for Preschool Students:**
This class is a continuation of Fine Motor Fun. The focus of this group is to work with the preschool children on skills to prepare them for success in Pre-K. We will use a multisensory hands on approach to develop fine motor and visual motor skills that are appropriate to this age group. This includes tracing/copying lines, shapes and letters, coloring and cutting. Most importantly, each child will learn while having fun!

Age Level: Preschool **ONLY**
Cost for LEARNING WITHOUT TEARS is $320 + $11 workbook fee
**Total cost: $331**

*Children enrolled in Fine Motor Fun in the Fall session have priority enrollment.*

* This group is taught by Jodi Dietz, OTR/L, Licensed Occupational Therapist
* Maximum class size: 10 students

**1:30-2:00 p.m. (30 minute classes) 16 classes**

**LITTLE CHEFS:** Children will learn about cooking in a fun and safe environment. Kitchen fun will include Jewish holiday cooking, measuring techniques, kitchen safety, child friendly recipes and an opportunity to try new foods.

*This class is not appropriate for children with food sensitivities or allergies.*

Age Level: Toddler and Preschool
Cost for LITTLE CHEFS is $240
1:30-2:00 p.m. (30 minute classes) 16 classes
*no class on 3/28

TUMBLING AND CREATIVE MOVEMENT by Joy Deco Enterprises, Inc.: Children will be moving and grooving in this class! Using a variety of props like parachutes, ribbons, bean bags and more; we will build our gross motor skills and enjoy different creative movement tunes. Tumbling skills and basic gymnastic body positions will be learned to help with our balance and core.

Age Level: Toddler and Preschool
Cost for TUMBLING AND CREATIVE MOVEMENT is $240

3:00-3:45 p.m. (45 minute classes) 16 classes

BOOK’N COOKIN’: This program combines our love of books with our love of cooking! Each week we will read a different story and have fun cooking up something delicious related to that story. Children will learn about cooking in a fun and safe environment. Each child will receive all recipes.

*This class is not appropriate for children with food sensitivities or allergies.

Age Level: Preschool and Pre-K
Cost for BOOK’N COOKIN’ is $320

3:00-3:45 p.m. (45 minute classes) 16 classes
*no class on 3/28

PEE-WEE HIP HOP AND TUMBLING by Joy Deco Enterprises, Inc.: Boys and girls will love dancing to their favorite songs from current and old children’s movies like “Gummy Bear” and “I Like To Move It.” Tumbling moves - rolls, cartwheels and balances - will also be introduced along with obstacle courses to keep this class exciting and fun!

Age Level: Preschool and Pre-K
Cost for PEE-WEE HIP HOP is $320
Friday


8:15 -9:00 a.m. (45 minute classes) 14 classes

SOCIAL SKILLS FUN: We live in a social world! Gaining social skills is a learning experience for young children. Children in this program will learn skills they will rely upon for a lifetime. Social skills and character development will facilitate positive interactions with others in play and conversation. Opportunities will be provided so that your child can experience social success in a fun and enriching environment.

Age Level: Preschool and Pre-K
Cost for SOCIAL SKILLS FUN is $280

* Instructors: Joanne Schosheim, MS, CCC-SLP, and Dr. Harriet Schneider, DA, CCC-SLP; Co-Directors of Speech Associates of Boca Raton
* Maximum class size 12, minimum class size 8

1:30-2:00 p.m. (30 minute classes) 14 classes

LADYBUG YOGA: Children love to participate in this fun yoga class. Yoga is an ancient science which helps create health and well-being by building awareness, strength and flexibility in both mind and body. Yoga for kids is a way to develop important skills in a fun, creative and non-competitive way. In this class, the children will learn to listen to themselves and each other as well as express their creativity.

Age Level: Toddler and Preschool
Cost for LADYBUG YOGA is $210
**SILLY SCIENCE:** Our little scientists will learn about the wonders of science through simple, silly, science experiments. We will explore, discover, experiment and more, while learning basic science concepts. Children will learn to make predictions, form a hypothesis, and will conduct their research with hands-on, interactive experiments! From weather to water, volcanos, and ice, their curiosity will be captivated by science and fun!

Age Level: Toddler and Preschool
Cost for **SILLY SCIENCE** is $210

---

**3:00-3:45 p.m. (45 minute classes) 14 classes**

**LADYBUG YOGA:** Children love to participate in this fun yoga class. Yoga is an ancient science which helps create health and well-being by building awareness, strength and flexibility in both mind and body. Yoga for kids is a way to develop important skills in a fun, creative and non-competitive way. In this class, the children will learn to listen to themselves and each other as well as express their creativity.

Age Level: Preschool and Pre-K
Cost for **LADYBUG YOGA** is $280
Questions?

Please contact Erica Gordon at (561) 750-9665 ext. 348 or email erica.gordon@bnai-torah.org.

Please fill out the form on the next page (front and back) and return it to the school office with payment by Thursday, December 13, 2018.
Spring 2019 Enrichment
January 14 - May 17, 2019

CHILD’S NAME:______________________________________________________________
ROOM NO.: _______ PARENT’S NAME:__________________________________________
HOME PHONE:__________________________________________
CELL:__________________________________________ WORK:___________________
Dismissal procedure (please check one): ☐ Parent/Guardian pick-up ☐ Aftercare

In case of EMERGENCY, please list contacts:
Name:___________________________________________ Relationship:_________________________
Phone:_____________________________
Name:___________________________________________ Relationship:_________________________
Phone:_____________________________

Please list any ALLERGIES or MEDICAL CONDITIONS:
_______________________________________________________________________________________________

PLEASE LIST THE CLASS(ES) YOU ARE ENROLLING FOR:
1. Class name:________________________ Day & Time:________________________
Price: $__________ Check #: ____________
2. Class name:________________________ Day & Time:________________________
Price: $__________ Check #: ____________
3. Class name:________________________ Day & Time:________________________
Price: $__________ Check #: ____________
4. Class name:________________________ Day & Time:________________________
Price: $__________ Check #: ____________
5. Class name:________________________ Day & Time:________________________
Price: $__________ Check #: ____________
6. Class name:________________________ Day & Time:________________________
Price: $__________ Check #: ____________

*Please make sure to sign the back of this form.
Make checks payable to B’NAI TORAH CONGREGATION.
NO REFUNDS OR MAKE-UP CLASSES AVAILABLE.

I recognize the potential for injury in any enrichment activity. Being fully aware of these dangers, I voluntarily give consent for my child/children to participate in the enrichment program and accept all risks associated with that participation. I, on my own and my child’s behalf (and all respective successors), forever release The Ruth and Edward Taubman Early Childhood Center and its instructors, Nuwar’s Kenpo Karate Inc. and its instructors, Kindermusik and its instructors, Joy Deco Enterprises, Inc. and its instructors, Fired Up Youth Sports and its instructors, Jodi Dietz, OTR/L, Ladybug Yoga and its instructors, Joanne Schosheim, Dr. Harriet Schneider, Speech Associates of Boca Raton and its instructors, from any and all liability and damages associated with any injuries incurred while participating in the enrichment program.

I also understand that the instructors as listed hereinabove retain the rights to use any photographs, video tapes, or any other record of events for publicity, advertising or legitimate purposes.

I agree that I have read the above policies and fully understand them. I have read and understand the acknowledgement of the risk and waiver of liability and I volunteer to affix my name in agreement and of the policies and regulations I stated therein.

Parent’s Signature: ________________________________

Child’s Name: ________________________________

Date: ________________________________
Spring 2019
Enrichment Program
Early Childhood Center